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Abstract

We propose a multi-estimation algorithm based on the
Unscented Kalman filter, that estimates the structure and
motion of an object from a video sequnece under perspec-
tive projection. It is shown that the algorithm is stable and
accurate, requiring no prior initialisation.

1. Introduction

The natural human ability to infer the location, movement
and structure of surrounding objects, using only the two-
dimensional images perceived through the eyes, seems
simple to most of us. In the Structure from Motion field,
we try to develop software that mimics this behaviour.

We propose a Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm
based on the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF), that uses
a multi-estimation strategy to estimate the motion and
structure of a single object, as viewed by a perspective
projection camera.

In order to facilitate comparisons our algorithm is run
on pure synthetic input and compared to a previous Ex-
tended Kalman filter (EKF) implementation. The algo-
rithm performs as well, and in some cases even better,
than the EKF implementation.

Section 2 discusses the SfM problem. Section 3 dis-
cusses our choice of state variables. It also discusses the
Unscented Kalman filter, as well as the multi-estimation
strategy. Section 4 discusses the experimental compari-
son results.

2. The SfM problem

The projection of any point in 3d space onto the image
plane of a pinhole camera can be found with the following
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Figure 1: A simple pinhole camera projection model

equation: ��� � ������
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where ����� � ��� � ��� �����
is the 3d point in the camera

centered coordinate system (CCCS), ����� �!���"��� �
is its

image plane projection in the image centered coordinate
system (ICCS), and � is the focal length of the camera.�� � is the simple pinhole model, which is a non-linear
projection function.
This is illustrated in figure 1.

Applying the simple pinhole projection model (2) to a
simple motion model, produces:��#$� %'&)(�* � � � ��#,+-� %'&)(�* ���#/.-� %'&)(�* � 	 (3)

� � �10 � ��2�3� �4#0 � ��2�3� �4# 	� � 0 �5��2 3� �4# (4)

where 6 ��� 0 ��� 0 ��� 0 �
� is a column vector of translation,2�3� ,
2�3� and

2/3�
are the rows of a rotation matrix and the

subscript 7 denotes the 7 th feature point.

It is important to see that for a point �8#9�:�<;��=;��<> �'�
,

(4) determines that a small horizontal translation 6 ��<?@���=;��=; �
can produce the same observartion as a small

rotation about the vertical axis. Thus, in order to discrim-
inate between possible sets of motion, additional points



and their relation to each other must be considered. For
example, if the translation is applied to another point,��� � � >!���=;��=; �

, it will also undergo a horisontal move-
ment. However, if the rotation is applied, it will not move.
Clearly, the observations of these two points allow us to
dicriminate between the two types of motion. In gen-
eral, observing the projected 2d behaviour of a number
of points over time, allows us to estimate their actual 3d
behaviour.

3. The framework of the algorithm

The EKF is used by [1], [2], [3] and [4] to estimate struc-
ture and motion. It implements a state model which rep-
resents the hidden structure and motion as random Gaus-
sian distributions. New observations are recursively pro-
cessed to update this state model, which consists of three
state variables representing structure, rotation and trans-
lation.

Our proposed algorith uses the Unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) instead of the EKF, and follows a multi-
estimation strategy. Essentially, the state model is phys-
ically divided into three parts, namely translation, rota-
tion and structure variables, each estimated with its own
Kalman filter.

The algorithm follows the steps:

1. Load the first frame’s observations

2. Initialise the states

3. Estimate the translation

4. Estimate the rotation

5. Estimate the structure

6. Load the next frame’s observations

7. Go to step 3

3.1. The estimation steps and the state variables

Each estimation step consists of a process update equa-
tion to update the state variable (and account for process
noise

�
), followed by an observation equation to estimate

the observations (and account for mearurement noise � ).
The error between the estimated observations and the ac-
tual observations produce an error, which is used to im-
prove the estimate in the state variable.

3.1.1. Structure

One parameter per feature point describes the structure of
the object in our model:

When a feature 7 is observed at time % � ; , its 2d
location ��� # ���/# � � � ��#,+-�"���	� ��
 � ����	� � (5)

is recorded and stored outside of the estimation.

If we rearrange (2) so that

� # � � �� ������� � ����� �/# � � �� ������� � � (6)

and assign the feature a value � # , chosen so that

� #�� ��� � (7)

we can see that the values ��� # ���/# � � # �
are related to the

point’s estimated location in the object centered coordi-
nate system (OCCS):
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(8)
where 9� �# � � �> �� � �> �� � �> �� �

is the estimated a priori point
in the OCCS, and

+ �<;�� � �
represents the process noise,

with zero mean and covariance
�

.
(The

�
indicates that 9� �# is an estimate, and the � indi-

cates that it is an a priori value at time %/&)(�* )

Each feature therefore has only one degree of freedom,
and the structure state variable consists of

: - �  � *�� �<; � �<= ��>�>�> �<? �0> (9)

Each feature also has an accompanying (static) 2D posi-
tion vector :$#8� ��� # ���/# � > (10)

3.1.2. Rotation

A quaternion 9@ and a rotational velocity 9A describe the
rotation estimate.

The quaternion is represented by the usual vector

9@ �  �B,� 9C$� � � �B,� �� *�� �� ; � �� = � (11)

and the rotational velocity by

9A �  �D * �D ; �D = �0> (12)



The process update equation uses of 9A and the elapsed
time since the last update ?
% , and produces the a priori
estimate of rotation:!��" �B �� *�� ;�� =

%
��&
�
�'�(*) ��� �'

!��" �B �� *�� ;�� =
%
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where
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The rotation estimate therefore consists of:

: 1 �  �B �� * �� ; �� = �D * �D ; �D = �0> (15)

3.1.3. Translation

Six variables are used to describe estimated transla-
tion.

�0 � and
�0 � describe the current location of the ob-

ject in image-plane normalised coordinates.
�0 �

repre-
sents the scaled distance of the object from the origin1.� �� 0 ��� �� 0 ��� �� 0 ���

describes the incremental changes (veloc-
ities) of the first three variables.

Therefore, the process update equation is!" �0 ��0 ��0 �
%& �
�'�(*) � !" �0 ��0 ��0 �

%&
�' � ?
% !" �� 0 ��� 0 ��� 0 �

%&
�' � + �<;�� � /�1�� # -�� �	/	�
� # � �

(16)
which produces the a priori estimate of translation.

The translation state estimate consists of:

: / �  �0 � �0 � �0 � �� 0 � �� 0 � �� 0 � � (17)

3.1.4. Calculating observations from structure and mo-
tion

In this section, the observation equation is described
which reconstructs the object’s features using : - and : # ,
rotates the object using : 1 , and translates the object us-
ing : / . After this, the object’s features are correctly ori-
entated in the CCCS as

9� �# ��� � 9� �# � 6 � (18)

1 ��	� cannot be recovered absolutely unless a reference distance is
available. However, for most applications, recovering ��	� up to a scale
factor is sufficient.

where
�� �# is given by (8) and 9� �# is the a priori estimate

of � # at time %'&)(�* .

The simple pinhole model (equation 2) is now applied,
and measurement noise

+ �<;�� � �
is added, producing the a

priori observation estimation:

9���# � �
� �0 �� � �2 �� �� �#�0 �� � �2 �� �� �# 	�0 �� � �2 �� �� �# � � � + �<;�� � �

(19)

The observation estimate can now be compared to the
actual observation to produce an error � � � � 9� which is
used in the Kalman filter to update the state variables and
the covariances describing their distributions.

Note that the state model is a first order motion model.
Where the actual motion of the object is of a higher order
or discontinuous, the noise

+ �<;�� � �
compensates for this

insufficiency by increasing the uncertainty in the process
models. This is a natural advantage of the Kalman filter.

3.2. Refinements

Our proposed algorithm differs in two major ways from
previous implementations. The first difference is the uti-
lization of the Unscented Kalman filter, instead of the
traditional Extended Kalman filter. This is discussed in
section 3.2.1. The second difference is the use of multi-
estimation: instead of using a single Kalman filter esti-
mating structure and motion in one step, three distinct
Kalman filters are used, each estimating a different part
of the state. This is dicussed in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. Improving the estimator: The Unscented Kalman
filter

The Unscented Kalman filter is proposed by Julier and
Uhlman [5]. It specifies the state variable (which is a
Gaussian random variable) in terms of a minimal set of
sample points. These points capture the mean and covari-
ance of the state variable, and can be propagated through
a nonlinear function to accurately produce the posterior
mean and covariance up to the 3rd order Taylor series ex-
pansion [6].

The UKF does this by using the Unscented transform
(UT), which is a method for calculating the statistics of
a random variable undergoing a nonlinear transforma-
tion. The UT produces a set of sigma points and propa-
gates these points through the nonlinear transform. While
it may seem simple, this approach is in general accu-
rate to the second order for non-Gaussian variables, and
it is accurate to the third order for Gaussian inputs[6].



It achieves this with a computational complexity of the
same order as the EKF, which can only achieve first or-
der accuracy. See [7] [8] [?] for a complete discussion.

3.2.2. Modularizing the problem: Multi-estimation

The second difference is the use of multi-estimation. In
our algorithm, we use three Unscented Kalman filters,
handling respectively the translation, rotation and struc-
ture estimates. During the measurement equation step for
each state variable, its UKF uses the two other states vari-
able as static values.

The advantages of multi-estimation include:

� Since the three 3 states of translation, rotation and
structure are physically independant, it is natural to
remove any coupling.� Since we perform a number of square root and in-
verse operations on the covariance matrices, this ap-
proach lessens the chance of accumilating round-off
errors. The single large state, which consists of 6
translation parameters, 7 rotation parameters, and�

structure paramaters, now consists of 3 seper-
ate smaller states, which also increases the speed of
such operations.

A case where multi-estimation is succesfully used can
be found in [9].

4. Experimental results

The proposed algorithm is compared to an EKF algo-
rithm. The goal is to see what, if any, improvements can
be observed with the use of the UKF instead of the EKF.

The EKF Matlab code (implemented by Robert Chann
[2] and kindly provided by Lin Zhao) is based on work
done by Broida et all, and will be referred to as BCC.
Our algorithm will be referred to as VH.

4.1. Comparison criteria

Chann [2] tested three different Kalman SfM algorithms,
and compared their output. The three algorithms were
based on the Extended Kalman filter (EKF), the Iter-
ated Extended Kalman filter and the Iterated Linear Filter
Smoother. The outcome of the comparison put the EKF-
based algorithm ahead of the others. Accordingly, we
compare our UKF-based algorithm with the EKF algo-
rithm.

The comparison in [2] is relatively easily achieved,
since all of the algorithms implement the same state vari-
able structure. In our case, however, the comparison is
not so simple. Since VH does not implement the same
state variables as BCC, a direct comparison is not possi-
ble. We therefore decided to use the following criteria:

1. Measure the error between the estimated observa-
tions and the actual observations per frame. Com-
pute the RMS value of these errors for the sequence.
Therefore,

��� � ���� ��	��
� � * ?�# � * � � �� # � ; (20)

is computed, where

� �� #8��� ���#,+ � ��#,+ � ; � � ���#/. � ��#/. � ;����  (21)

is the distance between the 7 th point’s estimated and
actual observations in the � th frame.
If the

���
value is small, the algorithm is accurate.

2. Measure the variance of the � -scaling factors of all
the reconstructed CCCS points per frame. Take the
RMS value of these variances for the sequence.
Therefore,

� - � ���� ��	��
� � * ?�# � * �6B �� # � ; (22)

is computed, where

B �� #8� �� #$#� #$# � �� ?�# � * �� #$#� #$# ���  (23)

is the variance of the scaling factors of the points for
the � th frame. 9�4# is point 7 ’s estimated 3d location,
given by (18), and �8# is the real location, taken from
the ground truth data.

It is essential to realize that it is the combination of
these two criteria which determines how accurate the 3d
reconstruction is. If

���
and
� -

are both small, then we
can be certain that the reconstruction is accurate2.

Another subtle error might pass by unnoticed if these
two values are the only available comparison data: since
variance is by definition always positive, the invalid case
where the scaling is negative (the object is estimated to
be behind the camera3) is not observed from these criteria
alone. Therefore, each result must be verified visually to
detect this possible error.

2Again, only up to a scale factor
3Although this is a physically impossible situation, it is a valid math-

ematical solution to 2.



Initial data with 0% error
VH BCC

Movement A Ed 0.00569 0.00189
Es 0.01722 0.00599

Movement B Ed 0.01091 0.00189
Es 0.02101 0.00177

Movement C Ed 0.02348 0.00515
Es 0.03110 0.04647

Table 1: The
� �

and
� -

values for Experiment 1.

Initial data with 20% error
VH BCC

Movement A Ed 0.00577 0.00231
Es 0.01886 0.02381

Movement B Ed 0.01035 0.00194
Es 0.01931 0.00499

Movement C Ed 0.02252 0.00904
Es 0.02775 0.05325

Table 2: The
� �

and
� -

values for Experiment 2.

4.2. Setup of the experiment

The BCC algorithm has a built-in function to provide
a couple of different types of synthetic noisy frame se-
quences. These include pure translation, pure rotation,
acceleration and combinations of these.

We chose the following three types of movement:
Movement A consists of � -translation with � -acceleration
and no rotation. Movement B consists of � -translation
and acceleration with simple rotation and Movement C
consists of 3-axis translation and acceleration with 3-axis
rotation, and an abrupt motion change halfway through
the sequence. Each movement type is used in three seper-
ate experiments: Experiment 1 with perfect initial data,
Experiment 2 with 20% error on the intial data, and Ex-
periment 3 with no initial data. (Experiment 1 and Move-
ment B will for example be referred to as Experiment 1B)

The experiments are chosen to stress the motion mod-
els implemented in the two algorithms.

4.3. Results

A Monte-Carlo test of a hundred sequences consisting of
a hundred frames each is run using both algorithms. The
output of these sequences are processed to provide the 2d
error and 3d scaling error, as discussed in 4.1.

No initial data
VH BCC

Movement A Ed 0.00645 NaN
Es 0.04979 NaN

Movement B Ed 0.01266 0.00239
Es 0.02611 0.09024

Movement C Ed 0.02964 0.08264
Es 0.04215 0.20980

Table 3: The
� �

and
� -

values for Experiment 3.
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Figure 2: A “top-down” view of the reconstruction done
by VH for Experiment 3A.
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Figure 3: A “top-down” view of the reconstruction done
by BCC for Experiment 3A.

The numerical results for each experiment is shown in
tables 1, 2 and 3. Where the values are not avialable, the
algorithm has become unstable during a run.

4.4. Discussion

4.4.1. Perfect and noisy initial data: Experiments 1 and
2

From a perfect initial data set in Experiment 1 (see table
1), BCC in general produces better results. However, VH
produces relatively low

� -
results. In order explain the

lower
���

values produced by BCC, we must compare the
structure state variables of the two algorithms.

From (8) and we see that VH has only one degree of
freedom for each point. If the remaining two parameters
are corrupted by noise, which is very likely in Experi-
ment 2, a 2d tracking error will always be present. BCC,
however, is free to adjust its structure variables in 3d, and
this results in better 2d tracking as the algorithm stretches
the points into position.

However, when we observe the lower
� -

values pro-
duced by VH in Experiment 2 (see table 2), we see the
flip side of this coin: BCC may improve 2d tracking at



the expense of correct 3d reconstruction4. VH is always
more constrianed in its estimate of the structure.

This effect and its implications are discussed in more
detail in [4].

4.4.2. No initial data: Experiment 3

When not initialised, VH generally outperforms BCC.
This is a big advantage of VH, since a SfM algorithm
must be able to re-intialise itself in a real-world situation
in order to cope with dicontinuous motions. This is espe-
cially true if the motion model it uses is of a low order.
It can be seen from table ?? that VH is very adept at re-
initialising itself, where it consistently produces low

� �
and
� -

values.
In figure 2 the output of VH for Experiment 1A is shown.
It can be seen that the estimated features quickly assume
the ground truth structure and motion. In figure ?? the
output of BCC for Experiment 1A is shown. The algo-
rithm clearly fails to produce a valid estimate from an
uninitialised state.

5. Conclusion

An optimal solution to the Structure from Motion prob-
lem still eludes the Computer Vision community. Recent
advances in nonlinear Kalman filtering techniques have
allowed us to develop more elegant and stable recursive
solutions. The multi-estimation UKF algorithm proposed
in this paper has shown itself to be stable and to accurate
in the presence of noise even if the motion it is oberving
is discontinuous.
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